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Abstract: We present a new approach for matching urban object instances across multiple
ground-level images for the ultimate goal of city-scale mapping of objects with high positioning
accuracy. What makes this task challenging is the strong change in view-point, different lighting
conditions, high similarity of neighboring objects, and variability in scale. We propose to turn object
instance matching into a learning task, where image-appearance and geometric relationships between
views fruitfully interact. Our approach constructs a Siamese convolutional neural network that learns
to match two views of the same object given many candidate image cut-outs. In addition to image
features, we propose utilizing location information about the camera and the object to support image
evidence via soft geometric constraints. Our method is compared to existing patch matching methods
to prove its edge over state-of-the-art. This takes us one step closer to the ultimate goal of city-wide
object mapping from street-level imagery to benefit city administration.

Keywords: deep learning; siamese convolutional neural networks; urban object mapping

1. Introduction

Automated methods for mobile mapping to generate inventories of urban objects at large scale
have received significant attention lately [1–5]. While most systems have laser scanners as a major
part of their measurement device, a significant number of research efforts try to match objects across
multiple views based solely on imagery. Some traditional methods [6] rely on SIFT [7] to perform
the matching. Several methods [8] similarly employ Siamese CNNs to solve the problem. However,
our case is different in that objects are static, but appear from very different viewing angles and
distances in contrast to other works.

In this work, we propose to augment image evidence with soft geometric constraints to learn object
instance matching in street-level images at large scale end-to-end. Our ultimate goal is to improve
geo-positioning of urban objects from ground level images, particularly street-trees and traffic signs.
To achieve this, we rely on using multi-views to have more information on the objects inside the scene.
We acquire our geometric constraints from the metadata accompanying our images. The set up of
the problem as demonstrated in Figure 1, which includes a scene with multiple cameras with a large
distance between them. This introduces the problem of matching the objects inside the scene across
multiple views which can be difficult due to how similar the objects can look while sharing the same
background, as presented in Figure 2. Our method builds upon a Siamese architecture [9] that constructs
two identical network branches sharing (at least partially) their weights. Features are computed for
both input images and then compared to estimate the degree of similarity. This can be achieved by
evaluating either a distance metric in feature space or the final classification loss. We build a Siamese
CNN to match images of the same objects across multiple street-view images. Google street-view and
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Mapillary provide access to a huge amount of street-level images that can be used to construct very
large datasets for deep learning approaches. Here, we use the former to build a multi-view dataset of
street-trees and use a dataset provided by the latter for traffic signs. Both are then employed as testbeds
to learn instance matching with soft geometric constraints based on a Siamese CNN model. Our main
contribution is a modified Siamese CNN architecture that jointly learns geometric constellations from
multi-view acquisitions jointly with the appearance information in the images. This will further on
help us in our main pipeline to better geo-position objects in the wild, and to subsequently assign
them with predefined semantic classes. As such, our problem encompasses several research topics in
computer vision, such as multi-view object tracking, instance re-identification, and object localization.
We highlight some examples in the literature per field and draw comparisons between these problems
and ours in the following section.

Figure 1. C*, camera with geo-position; T, the tree has its actual geographic coordinates and location
within the panorama; h◦, heading angle inside panorama; d, distance between cameras.

Figure 2. The tree instance matching problem (color and letters indicate the matches of identity):
each tree is photographed from multiple different views, changing its size, perspective, and background.
Note that many trees look alike and are in close proximity (Imagery c© 2019 Google).
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2. Related Work

Siamese CNNs, as introduced by Bromley et al. [9], propose the matching of signatures using
a neural network architecture with two usually identical network branches that partially share their
weights at some stage. Siamese networks are used for a wide range of applications such as face
verification [10–12], ground-to-aerial image matching [13,14], object tracking [15,16], local patch
matching [17,18], and patch descriptors [19,20]. In this work, we explore Siamese networks to
jointly learn robust appearance-based and geometric features and improve instance matching across
multiple views.

Multi-view Object Tracking (MOT) has been tackled by many different deep learning approaches,
e.g., the method of Leal-Taixé et al. [21] learns features using a Siamese CNN from multi-modal inputs
from images and optical flow maps. In [22], a Siamese CNN and temporally constrained metrics are
jointly learned to create a tracklet affinity model. Another approach [23] uses a combination of CNNs
and recurrent neural networks (RNN) in order to match pairs of detections. In our setup and dataset,
objects are not tracked from consecutive frames unlike the works mentioned, causing a background
change which makes the problem more difficult.

Object geo-localization from ground imagery such as Google street-view has been a major
research interest for several years, for example, for street-tree detection [24,25]. Other works aim at
geo-localizing poles in Google street-view images [26] and use state-of-the-art object detectors along
with a modified brute-force-based line-of-bearing to estimate the locations of the poles. Krylov and
Dahyot [27] used semantic segmentation of images alongside a monocular depth estimator that feed
into an MRF model to geo-localize traffic signs. Zhang et al. [28] detected road objects from ground
level imagery and placed them into the right location using semantic segmentation and a topological
binary tree.

Instance re-identification matches image patches for object re-identification purposes. The most
similar problem to our task is the person re-identification problem, which has become a major
research interest recently [8,29–34]. Another interesting application includes vehicle re-identification.
For example, Huang et al. [35] used a CNN to extract features that are input to a temporal attention
model. Liu et al. [36] used a CNN to extract appearance attributes, a Siamese CNN for license plate
verification and the vehicle search is refined using re-ranking based on spatiotemporal relations.
The authors of [37,38] used key points or descriptors to find matches between images; however, we try
to find if image patches are of the same object, therefore finding descriptors is irrelevant. Again,
our task differs significantly because consecutive images have large baselines (Google street-view
panoramas) or are acquired from a moving platform (Mapillary dashcam dataset), which leads to high
perspective change and varying background.

3. Instance Matching with Soft Geometric Constraints

An overview of the proposed pipeline is shown in Figure 3. The main idea is that corresponding
images of the same object should follow the basic principles of stereo- (or multi-view) photogrammetry
if the relative orientation between two or more camera viewpoints can be established. Directly imposing
hard constraints based on the rules of, for example, forward intersection is hard. An unfavorable
base-to-height ratio, i.e., trees on the street-side get very close to the camera but the distance between
two panorama acquisitions is significantly larger, makes dense matching impossible. The perspective of
the object changes too much to successfully match corresponding image pixels, as presented in Figure 2.
Moreover, the heading and geolocation (that are recorded in the metadata of street-view panoramas)
are often inaccurate due to telemetry interference or other causes. As for traffic signs, the image crops
vary depending on the acquisition due to Mapillary’s dataset being crowdsourced. The crops can be
acquired from a camera mounted on a vehicle or by pedestrians therefore providing an inconsistent
setup. We thus propose to implicitly learn the distribution of geometric parameters that describe
multi-view photogrammetry together with the image appearance of the objects. Our assumption is
that this approach will enable cross-talking between image evidence and geometry. For example, if the
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same object appears with the same size in two images (but very different perspective), the triangle that
connects both camera positions and the object must be roughly isosceles. That is, the object is located
in between both camera standpoints. Conversely, the object in question that is viewed from the same
perspective (very similar image appearance) but appears rather small will point at a pointy triangle
with one very long leg (longer than the baseline) and another shorter leg. More literally speaking,
the target object will most likely be situated outside the baseline between the two cameras.

Figure 3. The overall pipeline which encompasses our proposed model. First, a geographic region
of area is selected. Then, for that geographic region, the imagery and metadata pertaining to it are
downloaded. An object detector detects the objects in this imagery. Our proposed model takes in pairs
of image crops of the object and decides if they are matching or not. An inventory is created of the
objects, with a pool of image crops from different views for each instance.

3.1. Model Architecture

Our method employs a modified Siamese CNN that processes image crops, and geometric
features jointly. We use geometric features composed of {[C∗lat, C∗lng, h◦]}, where C represents the image
geolocation and h◦ is the heading angle of the object inside the image. We add these geometric cues
to image evidence inspired from Park et al. [39], who merged multi-modal data inside a single CNN
architecture to minimize a joint loss function.

We feed two geometric vectors to our network in addition to the image crops containing the
object instance, resulting in six channels in total, as shown in Figure 4. That creates an extra channel
with the dimensions of the image for each geometric feature containing only the value of the feature.
This is where this model differs from our previous work [40], in which the geometric vectors pass
through a different subnetwork. Consequently, two feature subnetworks extract features from the
geometric vectors and the image crops. Performing convolutions on the six channels provides enhanced
descriptive features by applying the filter on both the RGB, and the geometric values conjointly.
After that, the “Feature Subnetwork” produces “Feature Embeddings” that we provide as input to the
“Decision Networks” that determines whether the images are similar or not.

In general, any state-of-the-art architecture could be used to extract the features. We experimented
with shallow networks such as AlexNet and deeper networks such as ResNet for the different tasks in
order to investigate how efficient (in terms of parameters) and deep the base network should be to
extract the features. After preliminary experiments with common architectures such as AlexNet [41],
ResNet34 [42], and MatchNet [18], we found ResNet34 to perform best in our scenario and thus kept it
for all experiments. For future work, ResNet is a better choice implementation-wise when integrating
with object detectors [43,44] that use ResNet as the backbone.
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Figure 4. Diagram showing the overall network architecture. The Feature Subnetwork receives an
image with three extra channels ({[C∗lat, C∗lng, h◦]}) as input (shown as three additional matrix layers in
grey). In general, the feature subnetworks could be of any state-of-the-art architecture but preliminary
tests showed that ResNet consistently yielded best performance. Generated feature embeddings are
passed to the decision networks that classify whether two image patches are matching or not.

As shown in Figure 4, the features generated from the feature subnetworks are fed into the
“decision networks” component, which is the decision-making part of the network that computes
the similarity. This “decision networks” can be either a contrastive loss or made of fully connected
layers [18] with classification (depending on the experiment, as we explain in the Results Section).
The decision component is composed of four FC (fully connected) networks. Our Siamese CNNs
shares the weights of the feature subnetworks, as suggested by Taigman et al. [11] when dealing
with the same modality. Thus, both of our feature subnetworks are identical and come with shared
network parameters.

3.2. Loss Functions

We tried three different variants of loss functions for our multi-view instance matching approach
and explain their details in the following.
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Contrastive: Our first approach is a Siamese CNN composed of two identical subnetworks that are
trained with a contrastive loss function [45]. A contrastive loss (Equation (1)) takes a pair of features
created from the two branches of the network as input, unlike other loss functions that evaluate the
network across the training dataset. The loss function’s purpose is to bring matching or positive
embeddings closer and push non-matching embeddings away in feature space. Therefore, the loss
function encourages the network to output features that are close in feature space if samples are similar,
or different features if they are not similar. This is achieved by penalizing the model depending on the
samples. The contrastive loss function is defined as

L =
1

2N

( N

∑
n=1

ynd2
n + (1− yn)

+ (1− yn)max(m− dn, 0)2
) (1)

where y is the ground truth label, m is a margin, and dn is any distance function between the two
output features.

Metric: This is another Siamese CNN approach composed of similar subnetworks that provide the
metric network with concatenated features. The metric network is composed of three fully connected
layers with ReLU activation, except the last layer which encodes the binary cross entropy function
(Equation (2)). The outputs of the last layer are two non-negative values within [0,1] that sum up to
1. Each value corresponds to the probability of the samples being classified as similar or not. Binary
cross entropy is defined as

L =−
C′=2

∑
i=1

yi log(si)

=− y1 log(s1)− (1− y1) log(1− s1)

(2)

where we only have two classes. y1 is the ground truth label and s1 is the probability score for C1.
Consequently, y2 = 1− y1 and s2 = 1− s1 are the ground truth and probability score for C2.

TripleNet: This is a triplet network architecture [46] composed of three identical subnetworks rather
than two. Each feature subnetwork receives a different image to generate an embedding. The inputs
are an anchor image (our main image or image in question), a positive image (an image similar to the
anchor image), and a negative input (which is an image dissimilar to the anchor image). Similar to
contrastive loss, the network is trained to minimize the anchor and positive embeddings while
maximizing the distance between the anchor and negative embedding with a triplet loss (Equation (3)).
The triplet loss is defined as:

L = max(‖ f (A)− f (P)‖2 − ‖ f (A)− f (N)‖2 + m, 0) (3)

where m is the margin, f is the feature output, A is the anchor feature, P is the positive feature,
and N is the negative feature. Note that all three architectures can be combined with different feature
subnetworks such as AlexNet, MatchNet, ResNet34, etc.

4. Experiments

Our experiments were implemented in PyTorch. The weights of the network were initialized
using the “Glorot uniform initializer” [47], the initial learning rate was set to 0.0001 with ADAM [48] as
the optimizer, and the dropout rate was set to 0.3. All image patches were resized to 224 × 224 pixels
and fed to the two network streams separately. Note that we applied standard pre-processing
(mean subtraction and normalization) to the input images as well as the geometric features. We used
normalization values calculated from ImageNet for our experiments since we used the pre-trained
weights to initialize our models.
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4.1. Datasets

We evaluated our method on two different datasets. Both datasets differ in terms of objects,
image geometry, and acquisition strategy. The Pasadena dataset consists of panorama images from
Google street-view, whereas the Mapillary dataset contains mostly images acquired with various
dash cams in moving vehicles. Objects of interest are trees in Pasadena and traffic signs in Mapillary.
Baselines between consecutive panoramas of Pasadena are usually larger (≈50 m, Figure 5) than those
between consecutive frames of Mapillary (usually a few meters depending on the speed of the vehicle,
Figure 6). While panoramas of Pasadena show a 360◦ view around the mapping vehicle, Mapillary
images are acquired with a forward looking camera in a moving vehicle, resulting in a much narrower
field-of-view. In addition, this leads to different mappings of the same object in consecutive images,
as shown in Figure 7. While objects in Mapillary images mainly experience a scale change while the
vehicle is driven towards them, objects in panoramas also undergo a significant perspective change.
In the following, we describe both datasets in more detail.

Figure 5. Four consecutive panoramas from the Pasadena dataset (Imagery c© 2019 Google).

Figure 6. Cont.
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Figure 6. Consecutive frames of two example scenes of the Mapillary dataset.

Figure 7. A single instance of a traffic sign from the Mapillary dataset acquired from different sensors,
angles, and dates.

4.1.1. Pasadena

We tested our approach on a new dataset of Pasadena, California, USA, which extends the
existing urban trees dataset of our previous work [13,25]. It is generated from an existing KML-file
that contains rich information (geographic position, species, and trunk diameter) of 80,000 trees in
the city of Pasadena. For every tree, we downloaded the closest four panoramic images of size
1664 × 832 pixels from Google street-view, as shown in Figure 5. A subset of 4400 trees with four
views each was chosen, leading to 17,600 images in total plus meta-data. Note that the Pasadena
inventory contains only street-trees, which makes up roughly 20% of all city trees. We drew bounding
boxes around all street-trees per panorama image, which resulted in 47,000 bounding boxes in total.
A crucial part of the labeling task was to label corresponding images of the same tree in the four
closest views, as shown in Figure 1. As presented also in Figure 5, the perspective changes are drastic
in some cases, making it even difficult for the human eye to tell if they are of the same location.
In addition, distortions often occur when the trees overcast the 360 camera. Our final dataset is
composed of panoramic images containing labeled trees (and matches between four tree images per
tree), the panorama meta-data (geographic location and heading of the camera), and the geo-position
per tree. Note that the geo-position per tree was used during training to generate ground truth
parameters of our geometric features. It was not used during testing, but geometric parameters were
directly derived from the individual panoramas.

4.1.2. Mapillary

We ran the baseline methods and our methods on a new dataset provided by Mapillary (www.
mapillary.com) in order to verify our results. This dataset is not to be confused with the Mapillary
Vistas dataset [49] which is provided for a semantic segmentation challenge. The dataset contains
31,342 instances of traffic signs that are identified within 74,320 images in an area of approximately 2
km2. On average, two traffic signs appear in each image. The dataset format is in GeoJSON, where each
“feature” or identity has the following properties: (i) the geo-coordinate of the object that is attained by
using 3D structure from motion techniques, which is thus affected by the GPS, and the density of the

www.mapillary.com
www.mapillary.com
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images; (ii) the objects distance in meters from the camera position; (iii) image keys to identify which
the object appears in and which is used to retrieve the image using their API; (iv) geo-coordinates of the
image location; (v) the object’s altitude and angle; and (vi) the annotation of the sign in polygon form.

The Mapillary dataset is quite different from our Pasadena dataset in many ways. The images
are crowd-sourced with forward looking dash cameras on moving vehicles, smartphones, or even
panoramic rigs on hobbyists cars. Therefore, the image sizes and quality are very inconsistent, as well
as the time the images were captured. Because most of the images were captured from car dash cams,
the viewpoint changes are only a few meters (Figure 6) due to the images being consecutive frames
in comparison to a GSV panorama (Figure 5). As shown in Figure 6, because the camera is mostly
forward looking, the objects are viewed almost from the same viewpoint with scale changes, and the
objects are of a very small size in comparison to trees for instance. In addition, it is important to note
that unlike trees the traffic signs are much smaller, and the best angle to capture them is from the front
and not sideways due to how thin they are, as shown in Figure 6.

4.2. Evaluation Strategy

We performed a 10-fold cross-validation for all experiments to avoid any train-test split bias
and over-fitting. Each tree comes with four image patches from different views, where every image
patch is associated with a feature vector that contains geometric cues, as described in Section 3.
For training the positive match category, we inserted matching image patch pairs from the same
object with the geometry feature vectors to our model. Negative pairs of the rejection category were
generated by randomly picking two image patches from two different objects. Initial tests showed
that most mismatches occur at neighboring objects because geometry is least discriminative in such
cases (i.e., the warping function is very similar) and objects share the same background. In the case
of Pasadena, neighboring trees often belong to the same species, too, leading to very similar visual
appearance in the images. Therefore, we added many negative example pairs from neighboring objects
to make the classifier more robust.

4.3. Does Geometry Help?

We evaluated whether geometric evidence helps by comparing against a baseline without
geometric features for the Pasadena and Mapillary datasets (Table 1). All three model architectures,
Contrastive, Metric, and TripleNet, were evaluated per dataset with (w/ Geometry) and without geometric
features (w/o Geometry).

The only difference from w/ Geometry to w/o Geometry is that we concatenated the geometric
features to our image-based features right before the decision networks, i.e., after the feature
subnetwork. Note that, for this experiment, we added geometric features at a later stage than for our
full model (Ours) in order to allow a fair comparison. Adding geometric features consistently improves
accuracy across datasets and architectures (Table 1). The Metric model architecture achieves the best
results for Pasadena, whereas Contrastive works best for Mapillary.
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Table 1. Matching accuracy (in %) and standard deviation matching results for w/o Geometry,
w/ Geometry, and Ours on the two datasets and losses. The best results are marked bold.

Loss Pasadena Mapillary

w
/o

G
eo

m
et

ry Contrastive 78.0± 0.611 93.6± 0.04

Metric 80.1± 0.5 67.0± 0.73

TripleNet 72.2± 0.67 66.1± 0.94
w

/
G

eo
m

et
ry Contrastive 79.6± 0.61 94.4± 0.46

Metric 81.1± 0.62 67.6± 0.52

TripleNet 75.6± 0.812 67.1± 1.1

O
ur

s Contrastive 81.75± 0.82 96.5± 0.33

Metric 82.3± 0.22 69.3± 0.96

4.4. Results

Superior performance of simple concatenation of geometric features to visual features
(w/ Geometry) in comparison to using only visual features (w/o Geometry) leaves room for more
discriminative, joint feature embedding. Ours adds geometric features as a second input in addition
to image patches resulting in jointly convolving across geometric and visual cues with the feature
subnetworks (ResNet34) at an earlier stage. In fact, using both sources of evidence simultaneously as
input results allows the network to reason about their joint distribution. For reasons of consistency,
we report the results of w/o Geometry and w/ Geometry for Pasadena and Mapillary using the different
losses, with the same datasets. Since the TripleNet model architecture clearly performed worse for the
baseline experiments, we keep only Contrastive and Metric for evaluating Ours (two bottom rows of
Table 1).

Ours consistently outperforms all baseline methods regardless of the architecture. Adding
geometric features at input to image patches, thus allowing the network to reason about the joint
distribution of geometry and visual evidence, helps further reduce matching errors. Learning soft
geometric constraints of typical scene configurations helps differentiate correct from incorrect matches
in intricate situations.

Examples for both correct classifications as not matching and matching for hard cases are shown
in Figures 8 and 9. Our method is able to correctly classify pairs of similar looking, neighboring
trees as not matching (Figure 8), which was the major goal of this work to achieve more reliable
object detections for multiple views. In addition, Ours also helps establish correct matches in difficult
situations of very different viewing angles and occlusion. As for Mapillary, Ours helps in difficult
situations if images are blurred, objects are partially occluded, or a significant perspective change
happens, as shown in Figure 9. Furthermore, Ours correctly classifies image pairs of traffic signs of the
same type as not matching even if these are located closely to one another (Figure 9).
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Figure 8. Pairs of Pasadena candidate matches (top and bottom rows) that are correctly classified using
our method (Ours) in comparison to the appearance-based only method (w/o Geometry). The first three
columns show difficult situations correctly resolved as matches by Ours despite significant change in
perspective, illumination, and background. Columns 4–6 (from left) show similar looking, neighboring
trees correctly classified as not matching by Ours. (Imagery c© 2019 Google).

Figure 9. Pairs of Mapillary candidate matches (top and bottom rows) that are correctly classified using
our method (Ours) in comparison to the appearance-based only method (w/o Geometry). The first three
columns show difficult situations correctly resolved as matches by Ours despite significant change in
perspective, illumination, and background. Columns 4–6 (from left) show similar looking, neighboring
signs correctly classified as not matching by Ours.

5. Conclusions

We present a Siamese CNN architecture that jointly learns distributions of appearance-based
warping functions and geometric scene cues for urban object (i.e., trees and traffic signs) instance
matching in the wild. Instead of sequentially imposing hard thresholds based on multi-view
photogrammetric rules, joint learning of appearance and geometry enables cross-talking of evidence
inside a single network. While our network design is only a slightly adapted version of existing
Siamese CNN architectures, adding geometry to image evidence consistently improves object instance
matching results for both Pasadena and Mapillary datasets. Our hope is that this idea of “learning soft
photogrammetric constraints” and combining them with object appearance will unleash a whole
new line of research that models warped image content and relative sensor orientation jointly.
For example, learned, soft photogrammetric constraints can help improving object detection across
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multiple views [50], for which in this study we explored different methods of incorporating the
soft photogrammetric constraints in order to further experiment with learned end-to-end methods.
Learning geometric constraints as soft priors jointly with image evidence will help in many situations
where camera and object poses are ill-defined, noisy, or partially absent as well as for point cloud
registration [51,52].
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